Enterprise content management is an urgent issue of current scientific and practical activities in software design and implementation. However, papers known as yet give insufficient coverage of theoretical background of the software in question. The paper gives an attempt of building a statebased model of content management. In accordance with the theoretical principles outlined, a content management information system (CMIS) has been implemented in a large international group of companies.
Introduction
Under the current rapid market development with company merges and acquisitions, the issue of creating a uniform enterprise information infrastructure is becoming extremely urgent.
According to statistical estimates, up to 80% of the information used in mission-critical projects of large companies, is stored beyond the major information systems. Such information (which is often weakstructured or unstructured) makes the enterprise content.
Thus, it becomes evident that design and implementation of enterprise content management software is a must for a company to get advantage under the stiff competition of present-day business.
The objectives of the papers are:
1. analysis of existing approaches to modeling (enterprise) content management;
2. construction of a formal model of content management information system (CMIS); 
Related Papers
In [1] an exhaustive description of lambda calculus [2, 8] is given, which is a formal notation for functional programming languages modeling [4, 10, 13] .
In [11, 12, 15, 17] the denotational, domain-based approach to semantics is presented (let us informally refer to domains as to a special kind of sets). The approach assumes analysis of syntactically correct programming language constructs (or denotates) from the viewpoint of the possibility to evaluate them by means of special functions.
A practical achievement in the field has been programming language semantics formalization in a form of an abstract machine [10, 13] that involved such a concept as state.
Studies in operational semantics of programming languages resulted in axiomatic method [9] that models (cause-and-effect) relationships between certain instructions (operators) of programming languages.
Operational semantics development has also resulted in inductive statement method [6] , used for modeling semantics in program information flows.
Later on, a number of AM formalizations has been implemented, of which a noticeable one is the categorical abstract machine (CAM) [3, 4] . 
CMIS Formal Model: a General Scheme
As we have already mentioned above, an abstract machine for content management (AMCM) is a fully adequate solution for CMIS formal model. The AMCM version introduced in the paper has much in common with CAM, named so because it is operating in a domain of c.c.c. 
Under Cartesian (or direct) product of domains D 1 , D 2 , …, D n let us imply a domain of all possible n-s of the following form:
Under Let us note that within the model (which is solely used for illustration purposes and thus is a simplified one) the expressions include logical (true and false) and integer (limited to 0 and 1) constants as well as identifier set (I).
The formal AMCM language also contains a command set С, which can be formalized by a BNF as follows:
Let us note that the command set includes assignment (I = E), condition (if (E) C1 else C2) and command sequence (C1;C2).
AMCM language syntax subdivision into expressions and commands is given for pure illustrative purposes.
Let us construct the formal model of AMCM language semantics according to the formal syntax of the language presented earlier.
First of all we need to define syntax domains (i.e. the domains that characterize major syntax categories) for identifiers (Ide domain), expressions (Exp domain) и and commands (Com domain). Finally, let us formulate definitions of semantic statements in terms of AMCM state changes.
During AMCM program execution the state change occurs. State concept includes short-term memory, input and output parameters and values are bound, which, in essence, is analogous to variable binding in lambda calculus. A state can also have an "unbound" value, which means there is no binding of an identifier to a value and is quite similar to a free variable in lambda calculus.
According to the outline, let us turn to syntax domains description, which completely defines the AMCM language syntax:
Ide ={I | I -identifier};
Com ={C | C -command};
Exp ={E | E -expression}.
Let us unite the set of all valid identifiers of AMCM language into Ide domain, the set of all valid identifiersinto Com domain, and, the set of all valid expressionsinto Exp domain. Let us note that CMIS state is always defined by AMCM memory state. Therewith, under memory mapping from identifier domain to value domain (i.e. similar to variable binding to value in lambda calculus) is implied. In order to correctly handle exceptions that occur in case of free variables, an additional "unbound" domain element is introduced. Domain of values is a disjunctive sum of domains containing Int, Bool and String AMCM language types.
According to our outline, let us proceed to semantic statements describing denotate (i.e. correctly built constructs) values of AMCM language.
Let us summarize semantic statements for AMCM language expressions:
where v is a value of expression E in state of s, s' is the state after binding;
if type mismatch error occurs.
The statements presented imply that AMCM language expression evaluation results in such a state change that either variable binding occurs, or (if binding is impossible due to type mismatch of the variable and the value) an error is generated. Therewith, the program state is changed from s to s'.
Let us present (type defining) semantic statement for AMCM language commands:
The above statement means that the language command evaluation results in AMCM state change, and a situation is possible (e.g., type mismatch during an assignment), when an error is generated.
According to the outline, let us proceed to semantic statements describing certain AMCM language denotate values. Let us consider semantic statements for AMCM language denotates of integer constants:
The above statements mean that integer constant denotates are their values (in a form of ordered pairs "value"-"state"), and the program state remains unchanged. Let us consider semantic statements for AMCM language denotates of logical constants: As it can be concluded from the statement, if binding is possible, identifier denotates are the identifiers bound to the respective variables (in a form of ordered triples "value in the memory" -"identifier" -"state"), and the program state remains unchanged; otherwise an error message is generated. 
As it can be judged from the statement, the new AMCM state is different from the old one by the substitution of content value v for template identifier I in AM memory.
CMIS Design and Implementation Features
Problem domain peculiarities require assignment-based content management support.
The software interface should provide dynamic variation of input fields, flexible adjustment of (meta)data access rights and consistent (meta)data integrity.
The software architecture should provide interoperability, expandability, flexible adaptation to problem domain changes, and fast and reliable (meta)data updates.
CMIS Implementation Results, Recommendations and Prospects
The paper presents a state-based abstract machine (AMCM) to formalize electronic content publishing process in an Internet portal.
On the basis of principles discussed in the paper, a CMIS has been designed and implemented that supports an official Internet site and an information Intranet portal of a large international group of companies.
Elaborate study of the model supporting the CMIS implemented is to take extra considerable amounts of time and labor.
The author is going to continue studies of the formal models that support information systems for (enterprise) content management.
